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Government inquiries table
reports.
November saw the tabling of:
•

The Senate Finance and Public Administration Committee Report on Domestic violence and gender inequality (Nov 8)
http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Finance_and_Public_Administration/
DVgenderinequality/Report

•

The NSW Parliament Committee on Children and Young People Report on Sexualisation of children and young people (Nov 16)
https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/
committees/inquiries/Pages/inquirydetails.aspx?pk=2264#tab-reports

•

The Senate Environment and Communications References Committee
Report on Harm being done to Australian children through access to pornography on the Internet (Nov 23).
http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/
Environment_and_Communications/Onlineaccesstoporn45/Report

The Senate Domestic violence and gender
inequality inquiry was led by Senator Jenny McAllister (Chair) ALP NSW and Senator James Paterson (Deputy Chair) LP Vic.
The terms of reference were:
(a) the role of gender inequality in all
spheres of life in contributing to the
prevalence of domestic violence;
(b) the role of gender stereotypes in
contributing to cultural conditions
which support domestic violence, including, but not limited to, messages
conveyed to children and young people in: (i) the marketing of toys and
other products, (ii) education, and
(iii) entertainment.
The NSW Parliament Committee on Children and Young People is a joint committee
of the Legislative Assembly and Council.
It is chaired by Ms Melanie Gibbons (Lib,
LA Member) , with Mr Damien Tudehope
(Lib, LA Member) as Deputy. Its Terms of
reference were to inquire into and report
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on the sexualisation of children and young
people, with particular reference to:
i. The sexualisation of children and
young people in electronic, print and
social media and marketing;
ii. The exposure of children and young
people in NSW to sexualised images
and content in public places, electronic,
print and social media and marketing;
iii. The impact on children and young
people of growing up in a sexualised
culture;
iv. Adequacy of current measures at
state and federal level to regulate sexualised imagery in electronic, print and
social media and marketing, and effectiveness of self-regulation measures;
v. Measures to assist parents in fulfilling their responsibility to protect and
educate children;
vi. Measures to educate children and
young people and assist them in navigating the contemporary cultural environment;
vii. Possible measures that the Children’s Advocate can take to assist children and young people to navigate the
cultural
The Senate Access to pornography on the
internet Inquiry was led by Senator Larissa Waters (Chair) AG, QLD , and Senator David Bushby (Deputy Chair) LP, TAS
and had particular reference to
i. trends of online consumption of pornography by children and their impact
on the development of healthy and respectful relationships;
ii.current methods taken towards
harm minimisation in other jurisdictions, and the effectiveness of those
methods;
iii the identification of any measures
with the potential for implementation
in Australia; and
iv. any other related matters
The NSW Government response is required by Wednesday 17 May 2017,
and the Federal Government responses
are usually expected within 6 months.
For ACCM’s response see the Editorial on
page 2 of this issue.

Season’s Greetings
from all at ACCM

Fame and Shame Awards
Australian organization, Parent’s Voice has
awarded these annual which aim to raise
awareness of the marketing techniques
that the food industry uses to promote unhealthy foods and drinks to children, and
to recognise the campaigns that promote
healthy food and activity to children.
Coca-Cola Australia has taken out two of
three shame categories, beating McDonald’s Australia when it comes to using
shameful marketing techniques to advertise unhealthy food and drink to children.
Coca-Cola’s Brotherly Love television commercial took out the Pester Power award. It
features a teenage boy and his relationship
with his cool, coke-drinking older brother
and “puts a question mark over the company’s claim of not marketing directly to
children”.
The Foul Sport award sees Cola-Cola
shamed for their Powerade Ion4 Olympic
campaign. Hydrating Our Olympians. It
was judged to be the worst for sending a
misleading message that consuming unhealthy products is consistent with a sporting career and healthy lifestyle.
Nestlé’s MILO picked up the final shame
award, winning the Digital Ninja award
for their MILO Champions Band. Aimed at
children aged 6 to 12, the activity tracker
syncs with the MILO Champions app,
tracking activity and nutrition. The organisation says that this is likely to suggest to
children that MILO is an integral part of
healthy living despite being almost 50 per
cent sugar.
On the positive side, two Woolworths
campaigns were in line for the Food fame
award and their Free Fruit for Kids campaign with Jamie Oliver was a clear winner
with parents.
This year, for the first time, there was a
special fame category for advertisements
that encourage physical activity. The Australian Government’s Girls Make Your Move
campaign picked up the inaugural Parents’
Choice – Physical Activity award.
http://parentsvoice.org.au/
media/media-releases/

FAME & SHAME AWARDS
TOADY AWARDS
NZ RESEARCH
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Three government inquiries and what to
show for it?
Three government inquiries into aspects of
media representations of relationships and
sexuality, and their impacts on the self-esteem
and the socialisation of children, have been
recently completed. One would hope, given the
expertise and effort expended by the community
in making submissions, and the expense to
government, that the outcome would be a
promising and productive path to improvement
in such portrayals, and more effective protection
of children. Whether that is the case in any of
these three inquiries is debatable.
So what have been the main outcomes?
The Domestic Violence and Gender Inequality
Report seemed somewhat pleased with the
progress already made on gender inequality
as a driver of violence against women. It set
out its main framework (para 2.52) and 5 main
action and 5 supporting actions to address this.
These included “challenge the normalisation of
violence as an expression of masculinity or male
dominance”.
The report devoted considerable space to the
role and achievements of the government funded
group Our Watch, in working with the media
to improve the reporting of violence against
women. However, even while noting ACCM’s
and others’ concerns about how gender roles
and stereotypes can be reinforced and sustained
through popular culture and media (para 3.52) eg
through the continuing sexualisation of women
and girls, and the prevalence of glorified and
gendered violence, the Committee concluded
only that “the media and entertainment industry
play an important role in shaping and changing
community attitudes, standards and behaviours,
especially for young people. The committee
supports the National Media Engagement
Project, an initiative under the National Plan
which engages the media to build awareness
of the impacts of gender stereotyping and
inequality. The committee commends the steps
taken by the toy industry to address community
concerns regarding toys and gender.”
By limiting their comments to gender the
Committee has failed to advance policy or
government action to address the evidence
regarding the role of glamorised violence. There
is longstanding reliable evidence its role in
promoting acceptance by the young of the use of
violence as a solution to conflict.
Overall, the recommendations of the NSW
Inquiry into Sexualisation reflect a deep concern
about, and have a strong emphasis on, children’s
exposure to pornography, and harm to children
from exposure to graphic material. There seems
little emphasis on the sexualisation of children
ie the promotion of a mindset that encourages
children to aspire to look and behave in (adult)
sexualised ways, nor on the ways in which this
occurs, most often through ongoing exposure to
TV, ad images, toys, music videos, and popular
magazines.

The Committee accepted the
definition of sexualisation proposed
by the Royal Australasian College
of Psychiatry
(Para , and did
accept that the evidence to date is
sufficiently strong to take concrete
steps to reduce its impact. (para
2.35).

Barbara Biggins
OAM
Hon CEO

However, the Committee’s findings in relation
to advertising were disappointing. It found that
because “strong community concerns about
advertising” (para 3.48) had not translated into
a high number of complaints to the industry
regulator (Para 3.49), there was no need for
action. It made no recommendations at all about
advertising.
There are a number of reasons why the number
of complaints might be low. First, the advertising
Code of Ethics addresses only exploitative and
degrading images, and not the matters the
community is concerned about, namely the
exposure of children and young people to sexual
imagery in general advertising. The Code on
Advertising and Marketing Communications
to Children does not cover it either, because
it applies only to ads aimed at children, for
children’s products. Second, as Collective Shout
argued, the major concern about advertising
was not about individual ads but the many with
similar themes.
ACCM proposed a legislative solution “to
amend the Australian Consumer Law to include
clauses prohibiting sexualisation of children in
trade or commerce, and exposure of children to
inappropriate sexual content”.
The AANA has since indicated an intention to
amend its Code “to ensure there is no doubt
that there is an outright prohibition on the
sexualisation of children in advertising and
marketing communication”, but because it has
not released the wording ACCM has not been able
to assess its potential effectiveness. However we
do note that the change appears to be aimed at
addressing depictions of children in advertising,
which is distinct from the exposure of children
(as the audience) to sexual themes and images in
general advertising.
In relation to music videos , the Committee also
appears to have accepted Free TV’s argument that
because these were all classified and they were
suitable for their time slots. This ignores the fact
that the guidelines used for classification do not
cover sexualised depictions, only sexual activity
and references. The Committee also accepted
the industry body’s claims of few complaints.
With girls’ magazines, the industry also cited
few complaints and claimed that they give very
responsible advice.
Unfortunately the Committee showed an overall
tendency to accept industry’s self-interested
arguments, and the consequent recommendations
(or lack thereof) fail to provide what is needed in
Continued on P6
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Tots and tech:
Growing up well with
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Generation Next 2017
Mental Health and Wellbeing of
Young People Seminar Series
•

Brisbane - Friday 26 May

•

Perth - Friday 2 June

•

Canberra - Friday 9 June

•

Melbourne - Friday 16 June

•

Adelaide - Friday 28 July

•

Sydney - Friday 4 August

•

Sydney Leadership Program
- Friday 4 August
www.generationnext.com.au/educate/
generation-next-seminars/
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In other words, the Senate is proposing
the postponement of actual remedial
action to prevent children’s exposure, yet
again.
Taking the three inquiries together, have
the outcomes proposed progress or
procrastination? Would any of them help
with the 30% of teenagers for whom body
image is in their top 3 concerns, and for
the 5th year in a row? (Mission Australia
surveys 2012-2016).
What could have been achieved by now
if we had had a National Institute for
Research on Child Rights and Media
– that keeps up to date on world-wide
findings on the impacts of media content
on children, that informs government
and parents, that supports and reviews
a child-development-based classification
system, and that would most likely have
been blowing the whistle and calling for
clear action, long before now?

Payment by:
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credit card online - www.trybooking.com/CXIM
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The Senate Inquiry into harm from access
to pornography on the Internet heard
evidence of a significant body of research
that demonstrates the risks from exposing
children to pornography, including that it
can hinder normal sexual development.
Yet the central recommendation was for
the Government to commission more
research into the exposure of Australian
children and young people to online
pornography and other pornographic
material (para 4.15), and then to
commission an expert panel to make
recommendations to the government
regarding possible policy measures. (para
4.16)
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relation to the sexualisation of children in
and by advertising, TV (especially music
videos) and magazines.

$Aus (inc GST)

TOADY awards
US organisation Campaign for a Commercial-Free Childhood (CCFC) has just presented its annual TOADY (Toys Oppressive And Destructive to Young Children)
Award for the Worst Toy of the Year, saying that
“From thousands of toys that stifle
creativity, lionize brands, and promote screenbased entertainment at the expense of children’s play, CCFC and our partners ……
selected six ‘exceptional’ finalists”.
•
•
•
•
•
•

View-Master Batman: The Animated Series Virtual Reality Pack by
Mattel
Play-Doh Hulk and Iron Man by
Hasbro
Shopkins Tall Mall Playset by Moose
Toys
Game of Life: Empire by Hasbro
Pokemon GO by Niantic Labs
Lulu’s 11-Piece Makeup Set by Pink
Fizz

Pink Fizz’s Makeup Set, marketed to girls
as young as three as the “the ultimate glam
makeup collection in a box” — took the title
with 33% of the vote. The Toys R Us website lists the target age as 3+ in spite of the
fact that the small print under the ingredients list actually says: “Keep out of reach
of children”. CCFC points out that there
are homemade videos on YouTube of very
young girls using the kit.
The Game of Life: Empire was runner-up
(17%), followed by the View-Master Batman: The Animated Series Virtual Reality Pack (16%), Shopkins Tall Mall Playset
(16%), Pokemon GO (15%), and Play-Doh
Hulk and Iron Man (2%).
www.commercialfreechildhood.org/
action/2016-toady-awards

Research: Young New Zealanders
viewing sexual violence
The latest research report from the New
Zealand Office of Film and Literature
Classification shows that New Zealand
teenagers aged between 14 and 17 think
that depictions or misrepresentations of
sexual violence in entertainment media
such as movies, TV shows and games.
are potentially harmful. Harms identified
included normalisation, perpetuation of
harmful stereotypes, negative impacts on
victim/survivors, and being negatively influenced by behaviour seen on screen.
Interestingly, most of the young participants expressed non-compliance with the
New Zealand classification system in one
form or another, principally by viewing
higher restricted content. Reasons for noncompliance including personal choice, ease
of access(particularly to online content),
lack of supervision or enforcement and industry non-compliance.
The report is based on focus groups conducted with teenagers from Auckland and
Wellington. It represents the first part of a
research and consultation project exploring
the effects – particularly on young people
– of viewing sexual violence in entertainment media.
The project also explores the impact on the
wider community, and builds on international research showing that repeated exposure to violent entertainment content can
have significant negative effects on young
people.
www.classificationoffice.govt.nz/PDFs/
research-young-people-sexual-violence2016.pdf

